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Cambodia is the new Thailand!Cambodia is the hottest new country in Southeast Asia! Beautiful

beaches, coastlines, magnificent temples, a wonderfully cheap cost of comfortable living, friendly

people and beautiful women looking for a better life; all await you!With Thailand caught up in an

endless cycle of military coups, rising prices, and worst of all, rising unfriendliness towards low

budget tourism, more and more travelers are heading first to Cambodia!Written especially for those

interested in Cambodia's beautiful,friendly,and available women; this is also a comprehensive, very

enjoyable to read, photo filled guide to traveling, moving to, and retiring to Cambodia.Ordinary

citizens of the United States and Europe are caught in a crisis both economic and personal. The

cost of living rises with each month, at the same time the quality of life declines.But, no need to win

the lottery in order to enjoy your life...Cambodia offers a safe, cheap, warm, friendly, exciting,

fascinating place for you to visit and live.Take action! Read this book! It is one of a series of books I

have written on the "best, last, most warm and welcoming region in the world -Southeast Asia". 

This is my first book on a specific country. Cambodia! The country which has risen from the ashes

of civil war so completely that the Tourist Authority of Thailand publicly admits Thailand is in danger

of losing its tourists to Cambodia!See for yourself why this is so. Even if it is just for a visit, this book

will motivate you to get on that plane for the life you deserve to live!
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This book was quite interesting. I have always been a huge fan of trips to Thailand, but after reading

this book I have begun to reconsider. Using a variety of personal accounts, Ken explains the many

reasons for making that future trip to Cambodia a real necessity. The most important is how

Cambodia is really a rich country that avoids all that paperwork and expat price rates of Thailand.

Having recently returned from there, I can agree and relate to a lot of the concerns he discusses.

Given the short length of the book, I would recommend this book to any future travelers that are

considering south east Asia territory. If anything, this book will answer the common questions that

most travelers have in a very candid and at times humorous insight from the perspective of the well

traveled author.

Opinionated as these sort of guides always tend to be, with lots of advice on long-term living in

Cambodia--a place worth considering. Personally I like to use Thailand as my base, but I still

enjoyed reading the author's perspectives on a country that I like to visit. Here you get perspectives

on what life in Cambodia is really like and towns to consider as a base along with lots of practical

advice on joys and pitfalls.

This is really the ONLY book you need on retiring in Cambodia. There are at least three available

and I have them all. This book explains the amazingly simple Cambodian visa process in a very

simple and straightforward way. Cambodia is going after the retiree dollar in the smartest way

possible: making visas and residencies as simple as humanly possible. In ten years time or less,

they will blow Thailand out of the water as a retiree destination. This book shows why.

Well not really, but reading this made Me want to start the passport procedure anyway and saving

money for that trip to Cambodia . Clearly written in a simple style that I enjoyed the author lays out

some tips that worked for Him in Cambodia, concerning visas, apartments , utilities , food,

medicines , You name it it is covered . I did not give 5 stars as that to Me is for special life altering

books that should not reflect badly on this author as He did a swell job . This book is worth a peek if

You want to or think of being a expat, or travel to Cambodia.



I am considering a move to Cambodia and I grab everything that is printed particularly by expats.

This is by far the best I have seen. Ken Silver knows how to write a really interesting and helpful

book and really knows South East Asia. This is not one of those ten page rip offs either. It is a real

book packed with entertaining writing and the kind of practical information any guy wants to know

about this exciting country right now. What I liked most is Silver takes you around to the three major

areas that expats may want to consider and really gives you all the low down, beaches, stores, what

things costs, women, transportation, and not to mention some good pictures. After reading this book

I am ready to go! Thanks Ken Silver for writing a current, fascinating and and very honest guide to

living in Cambodia.

Very informative, funny at times. Mr Silver puts living in Cambodia in a new light. after reading this

book, I'm ready to "Get off the Grid" Head to Cambodia, and start a new life.I highly recommend this

book..

interesting

Interesting read with a good summary of options and opportunities in Cambodia
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